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Quark Finally Delivers High-End Japanese Typography –  
15 Years Late

By Joel Breckinridge

Japan is very different. 

years is a long time to wait, and the Japanese print market has 

A Very Long Wait

-
cant market share, but it had serious limitations. The first PostScript 
Japanese fonts could not be downloaded from the computer and 

fonts also lacked critical advanced typography table information, 
and it was impossible to deliver Japanese grid layout on the Mac 
that was standard on high-end proprietary systems of the day.

-
nally, OpenType fonts, which contained advanced layout tables and 
encoding for larger font sets. MacOS X Leopard and Vista both ship 

InDesign Takes the Market Lead

Adobe also shook up the Japanese market when it released 

-

companies to make the switch, and the big magazine print opera-

-
tory. Two years ago, the top Tokyo service bureaus still had signifi-

Asian Features

layout and full controls for vertical and horizontal spacing, 
fine-tuned hanging punctuation control, vastly improved rubi 

support, a glyph pallet and the highly specialized line breaking 
rules known as “classes,” which Quark calls “Mojikumi.” The 

stylesheets and paragraph settings. Quark said Asian typogra-

Quark has finally delivered Japanese typography near the 

-
-

feature tradeoffs, and some Japanese reviewers have pointed out 

 
special needs can be filled with XTensions. The Mojikumi feature itself  

J with easy access to glyph variations.

Japanese typography character classes are not for the beginners 

provided English menus?



11

core text engine supplemented with advanced plug-ins.

New XTensions
Quark said the XTension api is simplified and extended for greater 

would be available shortly. Quark XPress no longer distinguishes be-
tween Asian and non-Asian plug-ins, so users anywhere can install 
the full Asian version of QXP anywhere — something that Adobe has 

product without a few quirks, and users will find they have to dig 
through dialog boxes to get to important Japanese layout settings.  

Quark has also put extra effort into supporting legacy data, 

-

used for special place names and a constant print production  
headache. Japanese newspapers have special teams just to 
create these one-off glyphs for each edition. Adobe created a 

-

Japanese font developers scratching their collective heads wonder-

create standalone apps or wait for Adobe to fix everything. Given 

Good Field Reports, Tough Market Outlook

spoke to one beta test site, the largest output service bureau 
in Tokyo. “We were involved with the beta version from over 
a year ago and the print results have been good,” they said. 
“Quark chose not to use the latest and greatest print libraries, 
which have been a problem for us with each new version of 

-
ware reseller summed it up, saying, “Quark is in a very tough 

say they are two years too late.”
Quark has put in a lot of effort into delivering high-end 

-
ers finally have a polished, highly useful production tool that 

though Adobe has won the page-layout war in Japan. Strong 
competition is always welcome, and with hard work Quark can 
still find itself a new place in the land of the rising sun.

to other sites such as Squidoo, Helium, Associated Content 
and WikiHow (see sidebar for descriptions). The blog 

 said a comparison to Squidoo is more appropriate. 

Just for the record:
•  Wikipedia has one entry about Knol, Squidoo, 

Associated Content and Helium.
•  Knol has 32 for Wikipedia, five for Squidoo, one 

for Associated Content, none for Helium.
•  Squidoo has 932 articles on Wikipedia, 356 on 

Associated Content, 17 on Knol, and none for 
Helium (I got an invitation to be the first).

•  Helium has 4,346 entries on Wikipedia, two on Knol, 
2,662 on Associated Content, 150 on Squidoo.

•  Associated Content has 11,155 articles on Wikipedia, 
926 on Squidoo, 833 on Helium, and nine on Knol.
Me? The idea of  sorting through all those entries to 

find an answer to a basic question makes my eyes cross. I 
appreciate the single-entry simplicity of  traditional refer-
ence works, and I’ll stick with the wisdom of  the crowds 
and my Wikipedia searches for most purposes for now. 
Knol’s rating system may eventually produce something 
with equally elegant simplicity, but it’s got a long way to go 
before it covers a comparable number of  topics — and it 
will still be based on the wisdom of  the crowds. TSR

The View from Google’s Knol – Continued from page 2

Grids are an extension of stylesheets and can be linked with 
paragraph styles.

Some Japanese reviews are already pointing out the multiple 
dialog box dig to get to basic settings.


